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There is no denying that the COVID-19 pandemic has
presented an enormous challenge to our province, country
and the entire globe. The performing arts sector has been hit
particularly hard and it's being reported that it will be one of
the last to recover. 

Arts and culture make considerable and necessary
contributions to the well-being of communities and are
powerful tools which that allow us to engage, create and
connect. While the future of performing arts remains
uncertain, we do know it's important to stay optimistic yet
adapt our operations so we can once again present art and
culture to our community.

Together, with recommendations and guidance from the
Department of Health of Prince Edward Island, we have
developed a Reopening Operational Plan for the Indian River
Festival. Measures outlined in this plan take into account the
procedures required to ensure the safe return to work of our
staff, crew and artists as well as members of the general public
in compliance with the Provincial Government’s Renew PEI
Together Plan. 

Yours Sincerely,

Kate Gracey-Stewart
Executive Director 
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MESSAGE FROM THE
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/topic/renew-pei-together
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Changing tasks such as handling money
When changing waste/recycling receptacles and if gloves are soiled, torn or damaged 

The health and safety of our staff and volunteers is of utmost importance and is the key to a successful
reopening plan. Because COVID-19 is a highly contagious virus, management will diligently address (and
monitor) the new health and safety policies put in place to ensure their health risks (and the general
publics) are minimized. These include: 

PRACTICES FOR HEALTHY WORKERS

Social Distancing: Public Health requires two meters (six feet) of social distancing at all times.
Management will restructure physical settings where possible and workers will be required to practice
social distance. Where a task cannot be accomplished with social distance, workers will be required to
where masks. Signage will be displayed at the venue to remind workers to social distance. When
accommodating two bubbles of 50 persons, workers and volunteers (as necessary) will be assigned to a
group and will stay with that group for the duration of the concert. The two bubbles of 50 persons will
remain four meters (12 feet) apart as per public health requirements. 

Handwashing: Frequent hand washing with soap is vital to help combat the spread of any virus. When
a sink is available, workers will be instructed to wash their hands for 20 seconds and at least every 60
minutes, and dry thoroughly with disposable towel. Handwashing signage will be on display in all
washrooms. Workers will also wash their hands at the beginning and end of each shift and break, after
using the restroom, sneezing/coughing, touching their face, blowing their nose, and eating or drinking.
As a backup, workers may use hand sanitizer containing at least 60% ethanol or 70% isopropanol when
a sink is not available. 

Gloves: Proper hand hygiene is recommended and gloves are not a substitute for regular handwashing.
If gloves are required they must be changed as frequently as applicable to avoid cross-contamination,
such as when: 

Hands must be washed thoroughly before wearing the first pair of gloves. When changing gloves, wash
hands before wearing the next pair. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FqOsj77EzyecqRoBqErOhgnPUiJwlkLh/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1FLzAs_KOj37ZB_HxqygqV7XA0O3eGGYs/view?usp=sharing


Wash your hands before putting on a face covering
Put the same side against your face each time to avoid wearing the "contaminated side"
against your nose and mouth.
Remove your face covering using the straps to avoid touching the part that protects your
face.

cough (new or exacerbated chronic)
headache
fever/chills
sore throat
marked fatigue
sneezing
congestion
body aches
runny nose

Face Coverings: Face coverings will be required by all workers when social distancing cannot be
maintained. They will be task-specific and will include proper instruction on use will be provided
including these points:

Management will provide all workers with all of the personal protective equipment (PPE) required
(gloves, face coverings). Patrons, artists and independent contractors will use their own. 

Illness & Exclusion Policy: Management will clearly communicate to all workers the exclusion policy in
place for anyone displaying symptoms of COVID-19. All workers must self-monitor for symptoms and
report to management if they have concerns about possible COVID-19 exposure or possible symptoms.
Symptoms of COVID-19 include:

Exclusion Requiring Self-Isolation Policy: Prior to beginning work each day, workers must sign in
and declare they have not been outside of PEI within the last 14 days and do not require self isolation.
Management will file self-declaration forms for future reference.
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Door handles, handrails, push plates 
Handrails for stairs
Reception desk and ticket counters 
Telephones, point of sale terminals and other touch pads
Sink faucets
Soap dispensers
Counter surfaces 
Light switches 
Backstage technical equipment
Microphones 

Sanitizing High-Touch Areas: As soon as artists / vendors begin to load in, surfaces and objects that
are touched frequently, such as the ones listed below, will be disinfected and cleaned with Pine-Sol as
per mixing instructions (disinfectant - full strength and cleaner 1/4 cup per gallon of hot water). 
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Responding to Confirmed Cases of COVID-19: Any workers developing symptoms of COVID-19 at
work must immediately perform hand hygiene, report to management, avoid contact with other workers
and leave as soon as it is safe to do so.

Symptomatic workers will be required to call 811 to arrange testing and will be required to self-isolate
until results are confirmed. Symptomatic and/or ill workers will remain on sick leave until medical
authorization has been confirmed.

Management will document the circumstances of the illness to help with contact tracing and the report
will be filed with Public Health.

SANITIZING THE VENUE



Cleaning removes dirt and impurities from surfaces and objects and may lower germ counts by
removing but not necessarily killing them. Product: Pine-Sol mixed at 1/4 cup per gallon of hot
water.
Disinfecting reduces and kills germs on surfaces and objects and reduce germ counts. Product:
Pine-Sole at full strength.
Following the Manufacturer's Instructions: In all instances, including the technical and
production equipment, such as microphones and monitors, the cleaning instructions will follow 
 the manufacturer's instructions to ensure the equipment is not damaged or void warranty
protection. 
Frequency: High-touch areas will be cleaned after each use (when possible). All other areas will
be cleaned at the beginning and end of the day/event. 
Documentation: Workers will follow a Cleaning & Disinfecting Check List which will be
completed and turned in at the end of each shift. 

Cleaning & Disinfecting: In addition to high-touch areas, regular cleaning and disinfecting of the
entire facility will be maintained. 
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SANITIZING THE VENUE

INGRESS AND EGRESS
Patron's experience at the venue will match the health and safety guidelines they've received through
our Patron Education Plan which will begin with their first ticketing or social media engagement.  

Parking Lots: Patrons will have ample parking to maintain social distance. The path from the parking
lot to the main entrance will be demarcated with social distancing signs placed six feet apart to
accommodate a possible line waiting to enter. 

Entry and Exit Points: When hosting shows with two bubbles of 50 persons, patrons will have
separate entry and exit points . If this cannot be accommodated, staggered entry and exit times will
implemented; including use of volunteers to direct staff, waiting for first bubble of 50 persons to be
seated and a re-sanitizing off all high touch areas including stair railings, door handles, etc. 

https://www.facebook.com/indianriverfestival/photos/pcb.10158945167736282/10158945167441282/?type=3&theater
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qYb3zz0vuyuQSZBPMNrmeTO4_McEg1GN/view?usp=sharing


Deaf / Hard of Hearing: Patrons who read lips may require screening from a worker who isn't
wearing a face covering (if required). If this is necessary, social distancing will be maintained. 
Wheelchair Accessibility: Ingress and egress for patrons requiring wheelchair accessibility will be
marked and meet all health and safety measures.
Long Lineups: Patrons whose disability makes them unable to wait in a long line will be
accommodated with a more expedited access procedure that will meet social distancing and
health and safety guidelines. 

Contact Tracing: Name and contact information will be collected from at least one patron from each
party attending an event at the venue. A daily log will be filed and saved in case needed. 

Direction of Travel: There is a revised floor plan that marks the direction of travel for ingress and
egress for both one bubble and two bubbles of 50 persons. Arrows and one-way signage are placed
along the path for ease. Both ingress and egress will be monitored by a worker so ensure that social
distancing is maintained. 

Box Office: The Box Office has been restructured to accommodate social distancing. Patron distancing,
appropriate queuing space, on-site ticket purchase and pick up can all be accommodated in the
restructured space.

Ticket Taking & Scanning: For ticketed events, advance and online purchases will be encouraged.
Electronic tickets can be scanned onsite while maintaining social distance. If cash tickets are required at
the door, then workers will handle cash with gloves while maintaining social distance. 

Handwashing Stations: Stations with handsanitizer will be provided at all points of ingress and other
well-marked areas throughout the venue. Workers will ensure that these stations are regularly cleaned
and replenished as necessary. 

Disability Accommodations: Accommodations will be put in place including: 
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INGRESS AND EGRESS

Self-Screening: Once patrons reach the front of the building, they'll be met with a COVID-19 Self-
Screening Checklist to be completed before they enter the building. There is a second Self-Screening
Checklist once they enter the building as an extra precaution.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HwdtfgdP62NlIYMkmAt8wYlg3uWAN2Qp/view?usp=sharing


Front of House operations will requires thoughtful balance to ensure you're managing the crowd while
accommodating and maintaining social distancing and health and safety measures. The following has
been put in place to manage Front of House, Food & Beverage and Merchandise. 

Restrooms: To accommodate two bubbles of 50 persons, separate washrooms have been allocated
to accommodate each group and maintain social distancing. The waiting area for the restrooms will be
monitored to preserve appropriate space between patrons and to ensure proper traffic flow. The floor
had been demarcated with directional signs and social distancing reminders. 

Seating: To accommodate two bubbles of 50 persons, the venue will be broken into two sections - the
front section (Group A) and a back section (Group B). To maintain 12 feet of social distancing between
the two groups, four rows have been blocked off in the middle of the venue. In addition, in order to
ensure social distancing between the two bubbles, rows of seats have been removed and each row will
seat groups of 2 or 4 from each household bubble. They are easily identifiable by rope barriers and
signage. See page 11 for revised seating chart.

Intermission: Intermission presents the same social distancing challenges as ingress and egress. Given
these issues, we have chosen, for now, to present shorter shows with no intermission. Messaging will
be provided in advance and during the curtain speech. This will continue to be monitored and proper
measures put in place if this changes. 

Food & Beverage: While we have the ability to serve Food & Beverage at our venue, at this time, we are
choosing to not sell to our patrons due to the complexity of managing the social distancing measures
required. Messaging will be posted in advance and reminders given during the curtain speech. This will
continue to be monitored and proper measures put in place if this changes.

Merchandise: Selling merchandise presents the same social distancing challenges as ingress and
egress including queuing lines, payment and handling of cash, etc. For this reason, we will not be selling
merchandise during concerts. This will continue to be monitored and proper measures put in place if
this changes. 
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FRONT OF HOUSE CIRCULATION,  FOOD &
BEVERAGE AND MERCHANDISE

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1caUJRXTxx7kf4-Hjp90Lf2iso5HMqtm4/view?usp=sharing


Most of the Front of House guidance in the preceding sections applies equally to Back of House
operations, including touring artists and production staff. The additional measures below have been
implemented:

Load-In: Touring artists and crew will have a scheduled load-in time at the designated location at the
back of the venue. Limited number of crew will be permitted and production staff will monitor load-in to
ensure social distancing and health and safety measures are maintained. 

Social Distancing - Musicians: The current guidelines from Public Health state that musicians must
maintain 12 feet (4 meters) of social distance from the audience as well as other musicians while
singing (unmasked) and 6 feet (2 meters) if masked. The natural layout of the venue accommodates
both distances already between the musicians and patrons. The stage will be set to accommodate
either scenario. 

Social Distancing - Production:  Six feet of social distancing will be required for production staff and
crew. Where a task cannot be accomplished with social distance, production and crew will be required
to wear masks. Signage will be displayed back of house to remind production and crew to social
distance. 

High-Touch Equipment: Equipment such as monitors, microphones, mic stands, audio/video cables,
etc will be sanitized frequently (as mentioned in previous section). Where possible, equipment will be
dedicated to individual users. 

Hospitality / Catering: Due to current Public Health guidelines, hospitality service (if required) at back
of house will be limited to single serving only. Buffet style or shared food and utensils are not
permitted. Beverages will be served in bottles, cans or refillable / reusable bottles. 

Green Rooms: Artist green rooms have been restructured to adhere to social distancing requirements
and artists have their own restrooms separte from the general public. 
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BACK OF HOUSE & PRODUCTION
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REOPENING SIGNAGE
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REVISED SEATING CHART 

Below is the revised seating chart for two bubbles of 50 persons (or less) for Historic St. Mary's. 
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SOURCES

Province of Prince Edward Island's Renew PEI Together Plan
The Event Safety Alliance Reopening Guide 
Restaurants Canada COVID-19 Rapid Recovery Guide for PEI 

CONTACT INFORMATION

For any questions or concerns about the Indian River Festival's Reopening Guide, please contact:

Kate Gracey-Stewart
Executive Director
kate@indianriverfestival.com
902-394-4134 (c)
902-836-4933 (o)

https://www.princeedwardisland.ca/en/topic/renew-pei-together
https://www.eventsafetyalliance.org/esa-reopening-guide
https://info.restaurantscanada.org/hubfs/Reopening%20Guide_052520_PE.pdf

